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Back to the Future

Why Technology is Saving
–Not Destroying–
the Book Business

You’ve heard it said time and
time again: Publishers are just ignorant old geezers busy rearranging
the deck chairs on the Titanic as the
ship is subsumed by the digital tsunami.
Well, that’s just plain wrong. We
all know the truth is that publishers
are dinosaurs who’ve deliberately
piloted their Hindenburgs into the
tractor beam of Amazon’s Death Star
where Jeff “Voldemort” Bezos commands the destruction the worlds
around him.
Mixed metaphors aside, the
frantic pace of change in the book
business has lent itself to some
outlandish metaphors. (Really, the
Death Star? Are Google and Apple
the Rebel Alliance, with Mark Zuckerberg standing in for Luke Sky-

walker? And if that’s the case then,
are self-publishers the Ewoks?)
Of all the patronizing things being said about publishing, none is
more lazy than the one that makes
the analogy between print books
and buggy whips. Seriously, were
buggy whips ever a $100+ billion
a year global business? I doubt it.
And, let’s not forget, buggy whips
are a growing concern—just ask E
L James, whose Fifty Shades of Grey
has given whips a rather unexpected
boost.
A more appropriate analogy for
the evolution of the book business
might be that of the humble typewriter. Time was, typewriters were
very popular. The mechanical monsters that went “thunk” in the night
were relied on by people the world

over to produce streams of novels,
agent queries, rejection letters...
In the early 20th century, typewriters even saved lives: they became a mass market product after
the military started using them to
prevent soldiers misinterpreting
handwritten orders, which might
result in them mistakenly getting
themselves killed by marching into
enemy lines. (Trivia: numerous
manufacturers even retooled their
factories plants to help fill the demand for typewriters. Think about
it: Remington, Smith Corona...Smith
+ Wesson).
Typewriters were eventually
electrified, just like books have been.
And while those old “analog” models
are now antiques, bought for their
nostalgic value or else as decorative

bookends, the QWERTY keyboard is
still with us.
Keyboards are integral to our
phones, computers, iPads, even our
refrigerators. Keyboards are ubiquitous. Most of us carry one or more
with us at all times.
Now that they are electronic,
these “reconfigured typewriters”
are our direct, tactile conduit to the
wider world.
Just like books.

Edward Nawotka, Editor-in-Chief,
Publishing Perspectives
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Sex, Politics and “Heroic Dissent”
Agents and publishers on the challenges of publishing Chinese authors in the UK
By Daniel Kalder
“The UK is not an easy market,”
says Marysia Juszczakiewicz, founder and owner of Hong Kong-based
Peony Literary Agency. “There is not
necessarily a history of translation,
unlike in other European countries.
Plus there’s such a rich history of
home grown product, people don’t
feel they need translated writing
quite as much.”
And yet, she says, in the last five
years or so the profile of Chinese
writing has blossomed:“Generally
there’s huge interest in China, both
culturally and politically—and there
are a number of factors for this. People are trying to understand China,
and they’re trying to do that through
its culture.”
Juszczakiewicz cites some of
her own authors as examples of
China’s rising profile: Su Tong’s The
Madwoman on the Bridge won the
Man Asia literary prize, while Christian Bale was so impressed by Yan
Geling’s The Flowers of War that he
agreed to star in the film adaptation,
directed by Zhang Yimou. Another
author in Juszczakiewicz’s stable,
the racing car driver and blogger
(with 300 million readers) Han Han
was in 2011 covered in the New

Yorker and New York Times even
though his work will not be available
in English until later this year: “The
interest in him, from the UK to the
US to Brazil is phenomenal.”
Julia Lovell, translator and lecturer at Birkbeck College, definitely
sees an upsurge in interest in Chinese books, but adds a few qualifications: “I feel that more time and patience is required for publishers to
showcase to English-language readers the full complexity and diversity
of contemporary Chinese writing.
And there is still far more interest
in economic and political, than in
cultural, stories. I would argue that
until pretty recently, Anglophone
editors have also searched for a nonliterary USP for Chinese titles: usually sex or politics, and ideally both.
What is arguably being overlooked
is a large body of mainland Chinese
work that, while artistically accomplished, fails to win over editorial
boards in London or New York because it lacks this controversial USP.”
And yet, the interest in Chinese
writing is sufficiently strong, that
even the perennially challenged
short story market is benefiting,
says Ra Page, founder and managing editor of short story specialists
Comma Press, who will release the

anthology: Shi Cheng, Short Stories
from China in April. As with Juszczakiewicz and Lovell, he stresses the
diversity, unexpectedness and possibilities for cultural discovery possible from reading Chinese writers:
“I hope that these stories give
British readers a glimpse into a completely new and unfamiliar culture
going through some fairly seismic
changes—but that they also enable
readers to pick out experiences that
aren’t actually so unfamiliar, after all.
Sometimes the best way to describe
something is, of course, to describe
something else—either through
metaphor, allegory, or just straight
fiction. That’s what these stories do.
They give us a snapshot of China at
this very moment in time, by taking a side-step onto it. They freeze
frame it for us, in high definition.”
Could it be, though that the
“boom” is a bubble that could pop?
Lovell is philosophical about the
upsurge in interest from publishers: “Yes, it is a bit easier. But what
remains as hard as it always was is
sifting through the mass of material
that exists, finding the best work,
persuading a publisher with clout to
take it, and creating a strong voice
for the translation. So from that
point of view, my life hasn’t really

bombing attempt on a bridge on the
Yangtze river—all these things I’ve
used in my novels. Working as a policeman gave me a deep understanding of human nature.”
Looking back on that time he
believes his views towards people
and society were “very different as a
policeman than as a writer. I became
very institutionalized—you think
through your uniform. When people
hold some kind of power, they become enslaved by that power. When
I became a writer I began to think as
a normal person again.”
After the police force he moved
into sports journalism but soon
tired of its ephemeral nature. “The
writing vanishes—I wanted to do
something more permanent.” He admits though, that the 3,000 wordsa-week pace was good training and
it is a rate he tries to maintain today. Since the beginning of 2004
he began posting short stories and
commentary on his blog, but he did
not go into print until his prose collection Grey Stories was published
in 2008. This has been followed by
the longer stories The Bird Saw Me

and Cat and Mouse.
He spent some time on the
editorial board of Chutzpah, one of
China’s many literary magazines,
and then moved to the Xiron publishing company, where he works
as an editor of its colourfully named
Iron Gourd literary fiction imprint.
What stirred his desire to write was
a childhood memory. “I remember
that when I was a young child, from
maybe when I was six until I was ten,
I had this idea of writing novels. In
many ways I’ve come back to that
childhood dream.”
Not only is this his first ever
London Book Fair, it is the first time
he has left China. In today’s talk, despite having established his reputation online before going into print,
he is remains skeptical of some of
the quality online: “I still work with
paper publishers today. With the excessive democracy of online writing,
the threshold is very low. If people
want more clicks, the writers lower
their standards and produce rubbish. For me, if one day there are no
more paper books, then that will be
the death of morality.”

Hear More at LBF:
What: Publishing Chinese Authors
in the UK
When: Tuesday, 17 April, 10–11:00
Where: Literary Translation Centre
become much easier, and it wouldn’t
make much difference to me if the
current publishing trend turns out
to be a bubble or not. I don’t mind,
though; the difficulty of finding good
work is one of the challenges and
satisfactions of the job.”

Featured Author: Policeman-Turned-Novelist Ah Yi
By Roger Tagholm
The quiet, thoughtful writer Ah
Yi, who is among speakers at Tuesday’s Writing for a Digital World
session, is something of a rarity in
the literary world: a policeman who
became a short story writer and
novelist.
Born in 1976, he spent eight
years in uniform in his native China—from 1994 to 2002—and says
that the events he witnessed have
all influenced his work. “I saw some
of the extremes of human behaviour
and had the opportunity to meet
abnormal people. There was someone, not a local person, who killed
seven people, there was a man who
attacked his wife, and there was a

Hear Ah Yi speak at LBF:
What: Writing for the Digital World
When: Tuesday, 17 April, 14–15:00
Where: Whitehall Room
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“

When people hold
some kind of power, they
become enslaved by that
power. When I became a
writer, I began to think as a
normal person again.

”

Publishers Beware! More Creative Destruction on the Way
Why Apple, Amazon, Facebook or Microsoft might
be the next bidder for your publishing house.
By Martin Levin
In the last several decades the
publishing industry has been reshaped and benefited by “creative
destruction”. Technological changes
created more efficient ways to design, print, distribute and market
books. This enabled the larger well
established, well financed, entrepreneurial publishers to acquire independent publishers so that at present 20 publishers now control over
80% of the revenue in the United
States; about 3,000 additional independent publishers account for
the remaining 20%. In the last five
years, the pace of change has accelerated along with the concern about
what “creative destruction” will take
place in the short and long term.
Joseph Schumpeter (18831950) is the father of “creative destruction,” a theory that appeared in
a book that he wrote when he was
teaching at Harvard. It has become
the centerpiece for modern economics. In this seminal book he wrote,
”the process of industrial mutation...
incessantly revolutionizes the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating the new one.” Sound
familiar?
If Schumpeter were still alive he
would point to these recent transactions as evidence of what occurs in
a period of constructive destruction:
In the later part of 2011, Harper
Collins (News Corp America), already an owner of a major religious
publisher, Zondervan, acquired
its significant competitor, Thomas
Nelson, for $200 million. What was
striking is that the seller, Intermedia, had paid $473 million for Nelson
only five years earlier. Nelson was a
market leader; there was growth in
the market. This drastic drop in value appears to be due to the fact that
as primarily a print product, even
with e-book possibilities, Nelson
had lost over 50% of its value.
Barnes & Noble looked at its
venerable Sterling Publishing Company, founded in 1949, and acquired
by B&N in 2003 for $115 million,
and decided to put it on the market
in Fall 2011 because B&N’s attention was directed at its color e-book
reader, the Nook. Sterling was a
significant publisher with revenues
close to $100 million. Over the years,
Sterling had developed a back list of
more than 5,000 owned and distributed titles. After an intensive search
for a buyer, B&N found there were
no acceptable bids. Sterling’s CEO
and three executives left the com-

pany. B&N continues to own the
company. Probably the deepest disappointment for an owner is to realize what he believed to be a valuable
asset has become a wasting asset.
In March 2012, John Wiley &
Sons, publishers since 1807, the
original publishers of Moby Dick,
announced that it would explore
the sale of a number of consumer
print and digital assets that no longer aligned with the company’s
long term strategies. The assets announced for sale had been carefully
acquired by Wiley. Many had been
free standing companies. The units
offered for sale included Frommer’s,
a travel publisher, CliffsNotes, and
Webster’s New World Dictionary,
and strong lists of books in culinary
arts, nautical, pets, and crafts. The
assets being offered represent about
$85 million in revenue and a direct
contribution to profit, before shared
expenses, of approximately $6 million.
Wiley’s CEO, Stephen Smith,
made it clear that this was a major
strategic shift by announcing simultaneously with the divestitures that
Wiley had acquired a workplace
learning solutions company, Inscape
Holdings, for $85 million. This was
followed up on March 23 with an
announcement of the acquisition of
another digital publisher, Structure,
a leading online structural and civil
engineering database. Clearly, Wiley
had made the judgment that its future growth was in technology.
Another interesting instance
of the creative destruction in publishing was the announcement by
Encyclopedia Britannica that after
244 years it would cease publishing
a 32 volume print edition. The 2010
Britannica will be the last print version available. (Note to collectors:
There are still 4,000 sets available).
In 1990, only 22 years earlier, this
revered encyclopedia had sold over
120,000 sets of the print version.
There were no tears shed by management. The publisher announced
that it would concentrate on a wide
range of editorial products, including several different versions of the
Encyclopedia that have sold more
than 100 million copies. Britannica’s
president, Jorge Cruz, commented
that this was “the last step in our
evolution as a print publisher...to a
creator of digital learning products.”
Most experts who have studied
the evolution of the book publishing industry in the last half century
agree that the steady winds of creative destruction now seem to be
accelerating up to gale force. Some

suggest that the 20 largest publishers would be likely to consolidate,
i.e. the whales would eat the whales.
There are some, and I among them,
who believe that the likely acquirers
will probably come from outside the
traditional publishing industry from
those companies that started in a
garage and now have a vast supply
of cash and know-how. Some cases
in point:
In late 2011, BNA, the 19th largest publisher in the United States,
was acquired by Bloomberg, a leader in global business and financial
news. BNA publishes specialized
information to business, legal, and
government professionals at every
level of expertise. This was essentially a marriage of two technology-driven publishers that found a
common, economically viable way
to join into one entity that would
become in time more efficient in
meeting market needs. Bloomberg
paid the shareholder employees
(past and present) $990 million in
cash—an average of over $600,000
per shareholder.
Zagat, a publisher of a survey
directory for diners, was placed on
the market in 2008 for $200 million and withdrawn. In a new effort
in 2011, Zagat found the appropriate buyer, Google. The price: $161
million—for a user generated restaurant directory that is in print
(probably not for long). Google will
be able to integrate the Zagat directory into its online map programs
and beyond. Google has made over
100 acquisitions, including buying a
mobile telephone company for $12
billion.
Given the Bloomberg-BNA and
Google-Zagat deals, is it within reason that the future buyers of publishers will be a non-conventional
buyer? And if so, is it hard to speculate about list of potential buyers
who may be interested in acquiring
book publishing companies?
Apple leads the list. It has a
record of being ahead of the consumer curve, imagination and it has
the resources. Recently, Apple announced it would continue to buy its

stock back and to pay dividends that
would amount to $10 billion a year
for the next three years. At the end
of year 2011, Apple had nearly $100
billion in cash on hand. (To compare
the magnitude, the total revenue of
all US book publishers in 2011 was
$39 billion. If all publishers were
willing to take one times revenue for
their businesses, Apple could buy
the whole industry and have some
change left).
Amazon is already a major publishing industry player. It led the
way to the e-book revolution with
the Kindle. It is a publisher. It has recruited a staff of talented managers
and editors. Given the books it has
under contract, it could be a major
force in book publishing. In 2012, it
is now a top ten customer of most
publishers through its online bookstore. It would NOT be a great surprise if Jeff Bezos decided he needed
to acquire a major publishing house
to go with his extensive copyrights
and editorial skills.
While Microsoft has been a slow
starter, it appears that it will enter
the tablet market soon. It is very difficult to exclude any company with
a market cap of over $270 billion,
with a profit margin of 32.5%, and
$50 billion cash on its balance sheet.
Facebook still has not focused
on where Mark Zuckerberg wishes
to go after he achieves his goal of
having every person on the globe
on Facebook. Facebook did acquire
Push Pop Press, an app creator, and
used this to enhance their product.
(Not a big deal).
Yahoo, with a new management, 700 million visits a month and
a strong financial presence on-line,
having seen what Bloomberg has
done in buying BNA, may be tempted to look at publishers to extend its
reach.
When there are strong winds of
creative destruction, Be Aware!
Do NOT delay in taking action
when there are clear signals of a decline in market value (Nelson and
Sterling).
Trade your low profit print assets (even though some may have
limited digital value) for core product that has a higher likelihood of
success and can be exploited digitally (Wiley).
Look for an orderly transition
from print to digital product which
enables a company to reinvent itself
(Encyclopedia Britannica).
If you are seeking to sell your
business, one try may not be enough.
Think outside the box for the right
buyer (Bloomberg--Zagat).
Open up your horizons as to
who are possible buyers may be.
(Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, Facebook, Yahoo?).
London Book Fair 2012
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David Bower
OUP

By Daniel Kalder
Oxford University Press first
did business in China over 100 years
ago. Last year the venerable academic firm celebrated 50 years of
activity in Hong Kong while 2012
will mark a decade on the mainland.
Recently Publishing Perspectives
spoke to David Bowers, Vice President of Global Business Development about OUP’s Global Academic
Publishing Division experience of
publishing in China—past, present
and future.
Major Areas of Interest
“There has always been a strong
emphasis on education in China,”
says Bowers, “And also on social advancement. So for Oxford University
Press, a department of the university, we see this as a great environment in which to advance our mis-

OUP’s David Bowers on Licensing Opportunities in China
sion of disseminating knowledge.”
Foreign publishers cannot operate independently in mainland
China, so as well as exporting titles
into China it also operates a WFOE
(Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise).
This means the press releases much
of its content in collaboration with
Chinese publishers. Indeed, says
Bowers “We don’t look at China as
a market, but rather as a number of
partnership possibilities.”
From a scholarly perspective,
there is no question in Bowers’ mind
as to what the most spectacular fruit
of these partnerships so far has
been: The Oxford Chinese Dictionary.
“It’s simply the most authoritative
bilingual English-Chinese dictionary
ever made. We published it a year
and a half ago, but it was six years in
the making. It’s also a good example
of the type of cooperation we do. It
was created by three teams—one
in England, another in Hong Kong,
and another in Beijing. We did it
through a partnership with FLTRP—
the Foreign Language Teaching and
Research Press...and as it was a partnership, the copyright is shared.”
But while the English language
is a huge area of interest for OUP,
it is involved in many other areas
of scholarly publishing. “We have
developed long term relationships
with authors and ‘learned societies’s, and so in China we co-publish
six academic journals, including the
one with the highest impact factor in

The China Wave, Provocative
Bestseller, Lands in London
By Roger Tagholm
This LBF marks the launch of the
UK edition of The China Wave, Rise
of a Civilisational State, the Chinese
bestseller by Zhang Weiwei, the former personal interpreter for Communist Party leader Deng Xiaoping.
Weiwei will be of the speakers at
Monday’s high level forum entitled
“The Great China Wave—Debating
the China Model of Development.”
His book looks at China’s incredible rise and its consequences
for the rest of the world. Weiwei
takes a provocative stance, believing that China’s ascent is not just the
rise of an ordinary country, but the
rise of a “civilisational” state, “a new
model of development...that questions many Western assumptions
about democracy, good governance
and human rights.”
His title is the first book from
World Century, a joint venture between Shanghai Century Publishing
Group (stand M365) and World Scientific Publishing Company (WSPC,
04
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stand K133), which is based in Singapore, but has offices in London
and the United States.
With many Western countries
struggling to cope with economic
doldrums, all eyes are on a rising
China and its unique model of “state
managed capitalism,” making this a
title that surely has broad international appeal. In the UK, it is being
distributed by Marston Book Services, with UK, European and Middle
East sales being handled by WSCP.
Rights enquiries are being handled by WSPC Marketing Manager
Roberta Cocuzza.

Hear Zhang Weiwei at LBF:
What: The Great China Wave—
Debating the China Model of
Develpment
When: Mon. April 16, 9:30–12:30
Where: Hampton Room

the country—the Journal of Molecular Cell Biology, which is published
in English and Chinese.
Digital vs. Paper
“China has an appetite for both
print books and digital content. In
the school system, most material is
print. In the field of library acquisitions however, we are seeing an
interesting trend. They are starting to subscribe to digital products,
so their users can access reference
books, the OED, scholarly monographs and so on.”
It is not only academic or government institutions that are going digital. Chinese consumers are
increasingly turning to e-readers,
although precise sales figures and
projections, of course, cannot be
prized from the hands of the manufacturers: “The iPad and SONY
Reader are available, as are homegrown products such as the Hanvon
WISEreader.”
Chinese customers don’t even
need to intentionally download an
OUP product to interact with the
publisher’s digital content. “A large
proportion of the population has
enough income to buy a handheld
electronic dictionary,” says Bowers.
“And on many of those, our dictionary content comes pre-installed.”
However, if the Chinese are
embracing the digital future, the
outlook is still healthy for more traditional formats:“I just don’t see the
print market dying. It’s still gigantic.”

New translation questions
Western assumptions about
democracy and human rights.

Licensing Fees & Piracy
When it comes to determining
the price of OUP content in China,
Bowers says, “the central question
to be considered is: can people afford access to our resources? If that
means lower fees for us, so be it. We
are a not-for-profit, our mission is to
disseminate knowledge as widely as
possible.”
Of course the cheapest knowledge is that which comes for free,
and China is notorious for piracy,
but Bowers argues against singling
out China:
“Piracy is one of the biggest
concerns of book publishers today.
But it’s a global issue...As publishers
we have to find a way to highlight
the value of our product, to connect,
to make people aware of it, and then
figure out how to best provide it,
making it easy to access.
“Publishers need to make
people feel comfortable spending
money. So yes, some of our licensing
deals do make it easier for people
to access our content. The right balance is to demonstrate value, but not
price it so that it’s only available to
the well-off. If we could produce an
ultra high quality product and give
it away for free then we would, but
there’d be nothing left over to make
anything else!”
The Future
“China offers huge opportunities for collaboration, with tangible
benefits,” says Bowers. “First, there
are the schools. One in five people
on earth learns English with an Oxford University Press resource. I
think that we can continue to share
our knowledge, and we can partner
with schools to help the Chinese develop new school materials.
“Secondly, in academia our
team is working with “learned societies” with the goal of furthering the
academic standards of Chinese journals, increasing the impact factor,
and disseminating original Chinese
scholarship to the world. A related
theme is to increase access within
China to non-Chinese journals, and
so helping the Chinese academic
community writ large.
“Finally, there is the issue of
technology. OUP has a wide range of
digital platforms and learning management systems. We publish over
250 online journals. As the Chinese
academic world completes its transition to digital, we can share our experience in this field, expanding the
digital dissemination of titles.”
If the possibilities are not quite
endless, they are certainly vast.
“There are over 500 million internet
users in China,” says Bowers. “We
are keen to play a role in ensuring
a lasting and positive relationship.
And what better way than thru
dissemination of educational and
scholarly materials?”
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UK Publishers and Booksellers Collaborate on Shadowing Scheme
By Olivia Snaije
As publishers struggle to reinvent themselves and booksellers
in the UK campaign to save bookshops—in the past seven years
2,000 bookshops have closed—a
joint initiative between the Publishers Association (PA) and the Booksellers Association (BA) is underway
in the form a shadowing scheme.
Meryl Halls, head of membership of the Booksellers Association,
which represents over 95% of the
specialist booksellers in the UK and
Ireland, said that the idea evolved
following the Booksellers Conference in 2011 “which focused on collaboration.”
Last November, both associations announced their Professional
Shadowing Scheme, that would allow publishers and booksellers to
shadow each other for at least a day
or more; booksellers could meet the
staff at publishing companies and
would attend sales, marketing and
acquisitions meetings while publishers would experience ordering
books as well as dealing with customers.

The publishers that are involved
in the project include Little, Brown,
Penguin, Dorling Kindersley, Profile,
Simon & Schuster, Canongate, Macmillan Children’s Books, Harlequin
Mills & Boon, and Random House.
Booksellers participating so far are
Mabecron Books, Jaffé and Neale,
The New Bookshop, Victoria Park
Books, Kenilworth Books, Dulwich
Books and the Children’s Bookshop.
Some have already begun testing the
scheme.
“We are hoping to gain some
real benefits for booksellers from
working more closely with publishers,” said Meryl Halls. “There’s no
substitute for seeing a colleague’s
reality, and how you fit into it, and
some real creative thinking is bound
to flow from these meetings.”
Canongate has been especially
supportive, with 40% of the company participating in the program,
which it has dubbed the “bookseller
buddying scheme.”
Canongate Sales and Marketing Director Jenny Todd will partner
with BA President Jane Streeter of
The Bookcase in Nottingham as her
“buddy.” Canongate Managing Direc-

tor, Jamie Byng, is paired with Nic
Bottomley of Mr. B’s Emporium in
Bath, and 15 other members of staff
are paired with a range of booksellers across the UK, including Patrick
Neale of Jaffe and Neale, Ros De La
Hay of The Main Street Bookshop
and Sheila O’Reilly of The Dulwich
Bookshop.
For her part, Todd encouraged
fellow Canongate staff members to
take part, telling them that there
was no time commitment, so being
busy shouldn’t put them off. “You
can choose to build the relationship
as you see fit—spending a day working together, bouncing ideas around,
getting feedback on what’s selling,
favorite books...whatever feels useful to both parties,” she said.
The BA’s Jane Streeter has already participated one in a buddy
scheme earlier this year. “The idea
of booksellers and publishers shadowing each other is such a positive
one, and I’m convinced it will lead to
a better understanding of the roles
we all play in our shared industry,”
she said. “The more avenues of communication we can open up at all
levels, the more successful we will

be at creating sustainable initiatives.
We are an industry of words—we
should talk to each other more and
share our skills. My own experience
of ‘buddying’ with Becky Hardie at
Chatto has been incredibly positive
and I would urge all booksellers and
publishers to embrace this idea. It
could lead to so many mutually beneficial conversations and projects.”

My first published book in 2000 was
a marketing guide for indie musicians, written after years of touring
the world with my guitar and piano.
My song “Wondering” was licensed
for use on many TV shows around
the world and I shared stages with
acts like Santana and Jewel. (You can
look up my album “Bare” by Nyree
on iTunes if you’re curious.) Folkpop was not the standard path for a
high-tech marketing director with a
Stanford degree in economics. Nor
was what came next: my career as
a romance novelist. Fast-forward
through contracts with Pocket, an
auction won by Bantam, and two
books with Grand Central Forever
to 2010, when I found out the option
for my next book was not going to be
picked up.
In what is beginning to sound
like a familiar refrain, I decided to
experiment with e-books by selfpublishing an original title. I was
amazed when people bought Love
Me (36,421 people thus far, earning me $49,820 in royalties). When
readers continually thanked me I
was more than happy to write another original e-book. In January 2011,
Game For Love became the first selfpublished e-book to hit the Top 25 at
Barnes & Noble. I have sold 61,020
digital copies and earned $147,288
on that one book.
My highest grossing self-published title to date is The Look of Love,

the first book in my Sullivan series
(“sizzling” contemporary romance),
written as Bella Andre. Since June
2011, I’ve sold 52,691 copies and
have earned $175,053. One month
ago, I released the fourth book in the
series, I Only Have Eyes For You. It
debuted as the #1 romance at Apple
UK, Australia, Canada and US, and
has already sold 24,225 digital units,
earning $84,112. My Lucy Kevin
releases—“sweet”
contemporary
romances titled Falling Fast, Seattle
Girl, Sparks Fly, and The Wedding
Gift—have sold more than 120,000
copies collectively since January
2011. All told, I have sold more than
500,000 self-published e-books in
the US.
And I hope my success will
spread: I’ve recently made deals
(both e-book and print) in Turkey,
Italy and Japan for my Bella Andre
and Lucy Kevin books.
As I mentioned earlier, I have
also been hiring translators for a
select group of titles. Given the opportunity to earn 70% royalties on a
foreign language e-book versus the
standard 25%, this approach seems
to make sense, and I do believe more
and more writers will be experi-

menting with this over time. With
that said, I have been through a steep
learning curve in the past six months
of working with translators, editors
and proofreaders from all over the
world. My romances have been the
most problematic—partly because
of the high expense ($4,000-$9,000
per title, depending on language and
length), and partly because of the issues in assembling an editorial team
in languages I don’t know.
All along, I’ve looked at selfpublishing as my “Grand Experiment” and I’ve happily thrown
myself head-first into not only publishing my titles in English, but also
translations and foreign rights and
audio books. (My first audio book
for The Look of Love has just been
released, with a fantastic narrator I
hired myself for $2,500.) While it’s
already clear to me that some of
my experiments will be immediate
successes and others might involve
a bit of trial and error, I’m continually driven by the thrill of putting together a new business model piece
by piece, meeting by meeting, with
the help of people and companies
around the world who are as excited
about books as I am.

A Self-Published Writer’s Adventures in London...

By Bella Andre
What, you might be wondering,
is a self-published romance writer
doing at the London Book Fair? To
start, I’m here to meet with foreign
rights agents regarding traditional
licensing deals (both print and ebook) for my two bestselling romance series. I’m also here to meet
with foreign e-book retailers about
merchandising and promotions for
the self-published translations that
I have had done at my own expense
over the past six months. And I have
several meetings set up with foreign
publishers.
I’ll get to my self-publishing
numbers and dollars in a moment...
but first, here’s my quick backstory:

About Bella Andre
Bella Andre is known for “sensual, empowered stories enveloped in
heady romance” (Publisher’s Weekly) and the Washington Post has called
her “One of the top digital writers in America.” You can reach her via email
at bella@bellaandre.com or online at www.BellaAndre.com.
London Book Fair 2012
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Taking E-Book VAT to the Mat
UK consumers pay 20% VAT on e-books but
0% on print books. The Publishers Associations
wants the “stark anomaly” of different book taxes
rectified, says Chief Executive Richard Mollet.

Market share* of E-books in the USA and UK

20%
*Percentage of total books sold

5%
Source: AAP and Bowker

Taxation of E-books in the USA and UK
Average US sales tax

4.27%

Sources: Bureau of Economic
Analysis, Publishers Assoc.

20%

VAT on e-books in the UK

By Edward Nawotka
To many Europeans, it’s one of
the most vexing issues of the new
digital age: why should readers be
required to pay a higher tax rate
on e-books than they do on print
books? Well, because the European
Union says they should. The EU’s
VAT directive allows countries to
set a standard rate of VAT that may
be higher than 15%, but can’t go
lower—save for some cases, such as
books, provided they have a “physical means of support”—which most
lawyers interpret as print. As a result, VAT on print books throughout
much of the EU is significantly lower
than on e-books.
“We pay 20% VAT on e-books,
but in the UK we have the rather unusual position in Europe where we
have 0% on print books,” points out
Richard Mollet, Chief Executive of
the UK Publishers Association. “But
we feel that because they deliver the
same cultural and social benefits,
both print and e-books should be
treated the same.”
Naturally, he doesn’t mean raising VAT on print books. “The e-book
rate should come down, ideally.”
France and Luxembourg have
already done exactly that. Luxembourg has a 3% VAT on both print
and digital books, a result of being
the European base of operations
for Amazon and Apple. These two
companies can therefore offer the
lowest rate of VAT in Europe to their
customers, much to the ire of competitors across the community.
“So far, the British government
have disagreed with France and Luxembourg,” says Mollet, “but as our
Booksellers Association points out,
you should either follow suit or go
to the EU and say there are infractions.”
The PA would like to see the language of the VAT directive changed
so both e-books and audiobooks at-

tract the same VAT rate as print. “It’s
a stark anomaly,” says Moffet. “We
simply want the tax law to reflect the
equanimity of cultural good.”
While he says that “considering
the explosion of e-books across the
UK and elsewhere, you can’t really
say it’s stifling growth,” he does acknowledge that it may have an impact in the future. And it most certainly has an impact on innovation,
if only for the moment: “If you’re in
your garage and come up with a fantastic new way to sell books online,
you’ll move to Luxembourg before
going into business,” he admits. “Of
course, that too is likely to change, as
in 2015 the VAT law changes to that
of the buyer’s home country and not
the sellers”—meaning Apple and
Amazon will lose that competitive
advantage—“but three years in the
e-book market is a lifetime.”
Mollet says that as far as the UK
is concerned the 20% additional VAT
one pays on digital books is roughly
equivalent to the production and
distribution costs associated with
print titles. “So if you remove that
impediment, you might see prices
come down.”
Ultimately,
though,
Mollet
doesn’t believe that reducing the
VAT will lead directly to increased
digital sales. “The next big kicker
isn’t to do with e-book prices, but
with device prices. We’re at somewhere around 8-10% revenue coming from digital on the trade side.
You’ve got a small population out
there with Kindles and iPads buying
books quite happily. A change in VAT
isn’t going to make them buy 20%
more books, because it won’t give
them 20% more time. It’s only once
device prices drop that you’ll see the
practice of e-book buying become
more widespread.”
The European Commission is
currently reviewing VAT and is likely to offer suggested changes by the
end of 2013.

VAT Rates on Print and E-Books Across Europe

Amazon’s European
headquarters
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Digital + Graphic Novels = Big Opportunities
By Daniel Kalder
What impact has digital publishing had upon the graphic novel?
Publishing Perspectives discussed
new challenges and possibilities
in the field with participants Paul
Duffield, a graphic novelist, and Paul
Rhodes, Head of Digital at Walker
Books and owner of the digital publishing service provider ORB.
Digital: A Good Way to Attract
New Readers?
One of the peculiarities of
the graphic novel market is that it
is heavily concentrated in comic
shops, which are often caricatured
as dark sweaty caves filled with men
in their 30s and early 40s. With the
explosion of digital publishing in
the US, major comic publishers have
made serious efforts at escaping
that (crumbling) niche market. Marvel recently inked a deal with Starbucks, making much of their digital
content available for free. Last year,
DC heavily promoted the digital side
of its line-wide relaunch on TV and
in the pages of the New York Times.
The hope of the “Big Two” is that
digital will bring in new readers,
but Paul Duffield, who has worked
for numerous comic publishers, is
skeptical:
“I would guess that it doesn’t
tend to attract a new audience. Most
likely it appeals to casual fans and
collectors who are looking for a
quick and easy way to get new content.”
Even so, whether or not digital publishing expands the market,
Paul Rhodes—whose firm ORB provides conversion services for comic
publishers—notes that today most
consumers simply expect a digital
option:
“As a content provider you do
owe it to your consumers to offer
them that choice.”
Pricing Issues
Another way to attract new
readers is via cheaper pricing, and
it is now universally expected that a
digital product should cost less than
the print format. And yet according
to Duffield, graphic novel publishers
frequently disregard this convention, with negative results:
“Many comic and book publishers just stick their cover prices on
digital equivalents...It doesn’t take
much knowledge about publishing to know that if someone does
charge the same for a digital copy as
they charge for a physical copy that
they’re pocketing the cost of printing and distribution on any digital
sales. I don’t think digital sales will
be all that attractive until the price
makes up for what you lose in terms
of a real product in your hand.”
Ironically, this resistance to

cheaper digital pricing may be inspired by a need to shore up the
comics specialty store market many
publishers are desperate to break
out of. With nowhere else to sell
most of their physical product, open
competition with distributors and
retailers could have catastrophic results. Says Duffield:
“I know that many comic stores
complain when digital releases are
cheaper than physical ones, since
that means that the shops are being undercut by the very companies
they rely on to make money! There’s
no easy answer here, since big
changes always require upheaval of
old systems, and the people running
the old systems either adapt fast or
lose money and business.”

a success—although Duffield adds:
“In the end, it’s word of mouth that
takes things places, and all you can
do is try and make your product
something that people want to talk
to each other about, for whatever
reason.”
Rhodes stresses that the sheer
dedication of comics fandom is an
excellent sales tool:

Rhodes agrees that prices will
need to change, but ties it into a
broader issue: how do we see the
future of comic reading?
“What we’re doing in digital
is providing convenient access to
content. The content becomes a consumable, and digital pricing needs
to reflect the nature of that. The flip
side of that is that once you’ve established a fan base, those people most
definitely do covet the object. I actually think we’ll end up seeing higher
priced physical products, produced
and sold at premiums for collectors
and fans, while the digital editions
will be all about convenience.”
Marketing
Since comics traditionally tell
serialized stories, some creators
and publishers have experimented
with an interesting business model.
When Duffield collaborated with
writer Warren Ellis on a title called
FreakAngels for Avatar Press, episodes were made available for free
online on a weekly basis, after which
the publisher released a pay-for
physical collection. Sales were good
so the experiment was considered

“I’ve been lucky in that most
of my clients, (and I believe this is
especially true of the comic sector)
have a fiercely loyal core user base,
and those people have been extremely active as evangelists. I have
a huge amount of respect for the
way ComiXology and Graphic.ly look
after their customer base and keep
them constantly informed of new
titles. That’s got to help comic publishers, who, apart from the obvious
exceptions, are unlikely to have deep
pockets for marketing.”
Technical Issues
Converting comics is more
complex than digitizing a text-only
book, and given the relative smallness of the market, little has been
developed to make the digitizing of
graphic novels any easier. Says Paul
Rhodes:
“Current e-book formats aren’t
geared for it. Most of the big outlets
for digital comics use proprietary
formats and this means you’ll probably need to make 6 or 7 versions of
the same comic to hit all your major
retailers.
“Then you have the obvious

Hear More at LBF:

What: Graphic Novels, Digital
Opportunities
When: Mon. 16 April, 14:30-15:30
Where: Wellington Room

editorial question: how do I make
sure that my storytelling and art
is represented in the best possible
way in each format? A ‘guided view’
or whichever trademarked panelby-panel view that work’s on, say,
Kindle Fire, won’t work or look the
same way on an iPhone. Who makes
that call—editors, creators, conversion houses? You may scoff at
the last one, but if that conversion
house knows how those devices
work, understands publishing, and
can advise on how to direct flow, you
shouldn’t count them out. Generally,
you’ll need a mixture of all three.
“There is also a search/accessibility issue. Most comics are represented as hi-res images, with the
text flattened into the files. This
means that things like read aloud or
turning on the accessibility options
on an iPad don’t work as there is
no live text. If you went for live text,
that’s a whole huge other issue...it
opens up a real can of worms with
fonts, formats, rights, etc.”
Liberating Artists
Technical and commercial issues aside, there would be no
graphic novels without writers and
artists; meanwhile the digital world
has opened up new possibilities for
creators working on personal projects, freeing them from the requirement of securing an advance ahead
of time. Here fan culture helps again,
as Duffield discovered when he
pitched his project “The Firelight
Isle” on IndieGoGo.com:
“I felt that it was within realistic
expectations for me to look for public funding to cover the costs of developing the comic from an idea to
script, storyboards and designs, and
I raised a little more than enough
to do that effectively! However, the
money I’d need to actually produce
the finished pages is another matter.
Without help with coloring, it takes
me an average of about 17 hours
to produce a finished page, and the
comic is over 300 pages long. We’d
be talking about a basic salary for
several years in order to finance
that, and right now my public reach
just isn’t large enough to raise that
kind of money.
“Right now my plan is to get
all the groundwork done using
the money I’ve raised, and then
use whatever is left over to begin
producing it as a free web comic,
switching back to my spare-time
when it runs out whilst looking for
a publisher or further crowdfunding to speed me up. I always want
to produce both digital and physical
copies of any work I do so that I can
cover all bases, but I’m happy to just
start with the digital and wait in order to make the physical something
really special.”
London Book Fair 2012
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Londoner Encourages Children to Create their Own Stories
The pre-Olympic DiscoverStories project at the Discovery Book
Centre in East London aims to turn kids into champion storytellers
By Dennis Abrams
Discovery Book Centre is a
children’s museum with a difference: it’s the only museum in the
UK that’s all about stories, language
and imagination. Based in East London, it serves a vital role in the community, says Chief Executive Sally
Goldsworthy. “We’re home to many
new immigrants—there are over
110 languages spoken, and that’s an
underestimate. So we have a centre
where children can come and play,
and work with ‘storybuilders’ whose
role it is to encourage children to
create new stories. It’s all about creating the core of literacy by having
children make up their own stories
and then hear them as well.”
Discovery will be part of the
London Festival 2012, the culmination of the Cultural Olympiad,
through their newly developed free

web app “DiscoverStories,” which
allows authors, illustrators and children to work together. “What we’re
doing is a project called StoryCloud,”
explained Goldsworthy. From June
18th through September 19th, children from across the UK will be encouraged to respond to a specially
commissioned set of short stories
with their own story.
“Each of those stories we commissioned has something in it that
will encourage children to write or
draw their own stories,” explained
Goldsworthy, “one story will be released each week for twelve weeks.
The stories will stay online, building
into a resource that we hope children will come back and see and listen to again and again.”
Here at the London Book Fair,
Goldsworthy is focusing on the challenge and opportunities of digital
platforms, and commissioning au-

thors, illustrators, and children to
create new work where the story,
rather than the technology, takes
centre stage. “I’m also going to be
talking about how you engage families who don’t have a lot of books,
how you use telling a story and
sharing a story to move to reading
and sharing books. About how you
can engage children in reading and
text,” she says. adding, “It’s all about
the story, and how you can make the
act of storytelling playful.”

Hear Goldworthy at LBF:
What: DiscoverStories: Getting
Children Reading and Writing
When: Mon. 16 April, 14:30–15:30
Where: Westminster Room
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All Media, All Business, All Over the World

StoryDrive China

The Frankfurt Book Fair takes its crossmedia StoryDrive conference to Beijing this May

An all-media platform, conference &
exhibition from the Frankfurt Book Fair

Today, a story can be a book, a
computer game, a film, a graphic
novel... an entire world. And that
world can interact with our own
through social reading communities
and interactive e-books that allow
readers to exert their own influence
on the way the plot develops. And
the media world has changed, and
with it, so too have consumers.
Yes, there are hundreds of possible ways to create a story world—
and just as many open questions.
So, what new opportunities are
being created by the convergence
of the publishing, film, and gaming
industries? How do you foster coop10
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eration between them? What do the
media users want and how will their
tastes change in the future?
Starting in 2010 the Frankfurt
Book Fair’s all-media platform, StoryDrive, began answering those
questions. The event brings together games developers, publishers,
agents and film producers to analyse
the latest trends, discuss new business models, and develop strategies
for future success.
On May 29-30th, StoryDrive
will make its debut appearance in
China. Holger Volland, VP Media Industries for The Frankfurt Book Fair
discusses what attendees can expect
in Beijing next month:
What is StoryDrive?
Holger Volland: In Frankfurt
we were very quick to identify potential areas of interaction with
other creative industries – in 2003
we launched the Film & TV Forum,
connecting the film and publishing
industries and to establish durable
links and create real added value for
both sides.
In 2010, the Forum developed
into an all-media platform with the
name Frankfurt StoryDrive. The
concept is the same. We continue to
build bridges, but we have expanded
beyond just the film and book industries. StoryDrive examines the

“360-degree view” of storytelling
and content, which includes video
games adaptations and cross platform utilization, as well as all-media
concepts that serve different channels at the same time.
What is the objective of this
conference? Why is it special?
StoryDrive doesn’t just provide a window onto all the current
trends or speculate on the future
of the media business; it actually
gets things to happen. We organize
matchmaking and pitching sessions,
bringing our participants together
with potential business partners
and co-producers from other media industries. We push the trade in
rights and licenses, and offer space
for cooperation and coproduction
deals. StoryDrive is much more than
a conference. It’s a crossmedia marketplace for material and projects.
What can participants expect
at StoryDrive China?
The crossmedia business is still
in its infancy. That’s as true in China
as it is anywhere else in the world.
With StoryDrive China, we will demonstrate the existing opportunities
for cooperation between the industries; we’ll discuss different avenues
for multimedia utilization and ways
to achieve added (financial) value.
Apart from that, we’ll be re-evaluat-

When: 29–30 May 2012
Where: Beijing
Price: € 280 until 30 March 2012
(regular price: € 400)
http://storydrivechina.com/en2012/
StoryDrive China is a part of the China
International Fair for Trade in Services
ing some familiar business models.
We’ve invited media experts
from around the world to take part.
There will be case studies too. One
example is Nils-Holger Henning
from Bigpoint. With 230 million registered players and 800 employees,
Bigpoint is one of the largest developers of browser-based games in
the world. Henning will present the
“Game of Thrones” project. This new
massively multiplayer online roleplaying game for browsers is based
on the HBO series of the same name,
which is itself based on the fantasy
saga The Song of Ice and Fire, by
George R. R. Martin. It’s therefore a
good example of how the value chain
has been exploited to the full. As
part of StoryDrive, we’ll discuss the
extent to which this successful concept might be transferable to other
projects, and what partners would
be required for such an undertaking.

Kids !
CONQUER THE WORLD WITH
YOUR CHILDREN’S & YA CONTENT
Frankfurt is your gateway to international markets and future media
With more than 1,500 exhibitors specialised in Children’s and YA content, the Frankfurt Book Fair
also has a range of dedicated oﬀers for Children’s Books professionals, including seminars,
workshops and conferences.
StoryDrive China
Media & entertainment conference with a focus on
film, games and publishing
29-30 May 2012, Beijing

“What makes a Children’s Book great?”
Conference presented by Publishing Perspectives
and sponsored by Scholastic
31 May 2012, New York

U.S. Children’s Book Editors Trip to Germany
Organised by the German Book Oﬃce New York
with support from the Frankfurt Book Fair and
the German Federal Foreign Oﬃce
June 2012

Brazilian Children’s Book Editors Trip to Germany
Organised by the Frankfurt Book Fair and Brazilian partners
June 2012

4th annual Jumpstart convention:
Off The Page 2012
Two day programme for Children’s Books professionals
with a focus on migrating content
23-24 August 2012, New Delhi

Frankfurt Academy

Conferences, seminars and workshops for Children’s
and YA content professionals
8-10 October 2012, Frankfurt

Children‘s Publishing Newsletter from
Publishing Perspectives
Publishers of Children’s and YA Books are among the most
innovative and visionary in the book business worldwide.
Publishing Perspectives delivers the latest trends, headlines
and opinions in a weekly newsletter.
http://publishingperspectives.com/category/childrens/

Visit the Children’s Books Centre and the Hot Spot “Kids & eReading” in Hall 3.0 at the Frankfurt Book Fair.
You can meet exhibitors oﬀering Children’s and YA content in most other halls, as well.
Come and see us at the London Book Fair, Stand F 605
www.book-fair.com/kids
PLAY!
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Reinventing Reading for Kids Means
“Re-delivering, Re-imaging Content”
Scholastic Inc. will host the Children’s Publishing Conference, organized by Publishing Perspectives, on May 31 in NYC
By Dennis Abrams
“Children’s publishing innovates more quickly because it has
to,” says Deborah Forte, President of
Scholastic Media and Executive Vice
President of Scholastic Inc. It is in
children’s publishing, she believes,
that the future of digital publishing
can first be seen.
“Because children are reading
for enjoyment and for learning, it’s
all in the delivery of the content,” she
explains. “It’s in their DNA to look at
a screen to find out something and
to expect to see the things they love
and to be able to communicate with
each other and it’s much more their
language to be screen-centric.” But
it’s not only in their use of digital
technology that puts children at the
forefront of the digital revolution;
it’s in the way they purchase the
material as well as their ability to
learn new applications as quickly as
they’re developed.
“That audience is buying and using content onscreen fairly robustly,”
she adds. “And with the introduction
of the iPad, even very young children are able to use new apps in a
way that speaks to the need for children’s book publishers to innovate.”
To wit: following eighteen
months of development, Scholastic
has begun beta tests for Storia, its
proprietary digital platform for selling and distributing its own trade
titles as well as e-editions of other
children’s houses.
The beta version of Storia, which

became available Thursday, March 8
for teachers and families who buy
through the Scholastic Book Clubs
and other Scholastic sales channels features 1,300 titles, the vast
majority published by Scholastic. It
makes such classic picture series as
Clifford the Big Red Dog and Ready,
Freddy!, available in a digital format
for the first time. Forte says she expects Storia to have more than 2,000
books available when it launches for
the general public in the fall.
Scholastic is promoting Storia
to both teachers and parents, and
has designed the app to appeal to
two different age groups. Books are
grouped in a 3-7 year-old range and
8-14, with customers able to download the free app at scholastic.com,
(and on iTunes later this month) and
chose titles to place on their own
personalized “book shelf.” Five free
books, including two multimedia selections are included with the download. Prices for books from $1.95 to
$20, and will retain the design of the
books and make it simple for readers to turn the digital pages. As an
added tool, parents will be able to
track which books their kids are
reading, how long they read them,
and which new words have been
learned.
It’s a major step forward for the
company, which has been criticized
for being slow to go digital. E-books
currently account 5% of sales for
Scholastic children’s books, a fraction of the percentage many publishers report for adult books. Forte

argues that the cost of a Kindle or
Nook e-book reading device, even
as the price for some models drops
below $100, is prohibitively expensive for kids, adding that the typical
e-book reader is not designed for
young people.
“To date, the adoption of ebooks for children has been slower
than for adults, but we know that
over time, more children and families will want to have access to quality children’s e-books,” she says. “By
creating Storia, an e-reading system
for children that works across multiple platforms, Scholastic can offer
thousands of e-books for kids of all
ages on whatever device they already own and continue to encourage kids to learn and love to read.”
Of course, the need to innovate means more than just launching new technologies. It refers to
the whole way of viewing digital
publishing. “We have a unique
perspective—of course everyone
thinks that—but from my perspective there’s all this attention being
paid to what publishers refer to as
‘disruptive publisher’—book apps,
games, etc.—and selling them as a
form of electronic book. It’s interesting to me because of where I’ve lived
for the last couple of decades. My
job has been to translate books into
media, and keeping other’s vision
intact but working to recreate it as
a satisfying and stimulating media
experience.”
The key, Forte says, is, indeed,
a matter of translation. Instead of

Scholastic Inc.’s
Deborah Forte on how
the world’s top childen’s
publisher is handing
the digital transition.
simply porting a physical book and
making it digital (not unlike the process of turning a hardcover into a
paperback), what is essential is reinventing what the experience can be
using digital.
“Business models are going to
change, as is the way that content
is packaged, but I can’t tell you how.
What’s not going to change is the
necessity for real good story.” From
Forte’s perspective, children’s publishing in all forms is transforming
before our eyes. “Publishers are so
fortunate to have so many opportunities to redeliver content. It’s a time
of great and fabulous challenges,
challenges in strategy and business.”

“What Makes a Children’s Book Great?” - May 31, 2012 in NYC
Find out what, in our saturated media world,
makes a children’s book or series truly great.
Learn from agents, authors, publishers and booksellers
about the present and future of children’s publishing.
Tickets are on sale now: http://bit.ly/PPkidsconf
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Leadership Strategies in Book Publishing – July 22-27, 2012
The Yale Publishing Course (YPC) is designed for mid to
senior-level professionals from all over the world. Our
mission is to provide participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enable them to be more effective
leaders and advance their careers. YPC is a place for
managers to step away from their daily routines, reflect
on challenges and opportunities, be inspired, and
develop new skills to help them lead their organizations.
The week-long program focuses on:
• Best practices in business and management
• Understanding and utilizing the latest advances in
technology
• Implementing innovative strategies for audience
development and brand extension
• Ways to increase revenue in a global economy in
which print and digital co-exist profitably

Apply Today! Enrollment is limited.

To learn more, visit http://publishing-course.yale.edu

Hear from and interact with over 30 industry experts
and Yale faculty members including:
David Steinberger - President & CEO, The
Perseus Books Group • Michael Jacobs - President
and CEO, Abrams Books • Patricia Arancibia
- Editorial Director, Int’l Digital Content, Barnes
& Noble • Leslie Hulse - SVP, Digital Business
Dev., HarperCollins Publishers • George Gibson Publishing Director, Bloomsbury Publishing • and
many more.

“

Why should you attend the Yale Publishing Course?

“A wonderful
opportunity to
learn from some of the best
minds in publishing while
sharing ideas with peers across
the globe.”
Benjamin James, Publisher,
Macmillan Publishers,
Australia

“A combination of an intensive,
structured program presented
by an outstanding faculty of
experts along with the diversity
of the participants makes YPC
a unique learning experience
that provides information and
skills that can be immediately
applied on the job.”
Robert Baensch, President,
Baensch International Group

“I learned so much and
returned to work with a new
perspective on both my dayto-day activities and on my
long-term goals.”
Whitney Frick, Associate
Editor, Scribner Publishing

“The presenters were inspiring.
Attending the Course should
be a top priority for each and
every publishing
professional
around the world.”

”

Fredrik Rahka,
Publishing Manager, Otava
Publishing Company

Tech Tour: June 25-29 2012 - New York City & San Francisco
Registration is now open.
For more information about
the Tech Tour, visit us online:
http://bit.ly/PPtechtour

An exclusive 5-day tour to
NYC & San Francisco where
you’ll get to know:
•
•
•
•
•

Digital media leaders
Publishing innovators
Technology startups
Select entrepreneurs
Thought leaders
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Will Technology Strip Publishing or Will the Two Collaborate?
Matt MacInnis, CEO of iPad textbook start-up, Inkling, will be part of the “Tech Tour 2012”, which will bring together publishers and technology
start-ups in New York City and San Francisco on June 25-29, 2012. The tour is organised by Publishing Perspectives and the Frankfurt Book Fair.
Interview by Peter Brantley
PP: There seems to be a flourishing community of start-ups
in publishing now. What do you
think makes that possible? To
what extent are publishing startups reliant on older publishing
organizations for content?
Matt MacInnis: The digital publishing revolution is unique in that it
requires a set of complex, coordinated technologies. There are opportunistic plays around distributing basic content; there are products like
Kindle and iBooks that take a technically simple approach to serving a
specific market (mostly fiction); and
then there are audacious plays like
Inkling. We’re taking on the toughest technical challenges in the hope
of building a scalable future for the
whole industry.
Most start-ups rely on incumbent publishers for content, which is
scary and frustrating but also pretty
typical of these types of shifts. The
record labels haven’t gone away, the
movie studios haven’t gone away,
and the large publishers won’t go
away, either. I think start-ups like us
will continue to partner with existing players, all the while cultivating
smaller folks to pave the way and
take risks in showing the bigger
players what’s possible.
In which areas do you think
start-ups are flourishing most?
Technology & services, market14
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ing, content, or communities?
This publishing revolution requires new underlying technologies
that make HTML a viable language
for publishing, creating predictable
cross-platform experiences, enabling real-time updates, and making it easy to repurpose content. The
“book” is a well-understood concept,
but the iPad, iPhone, Android devices, and Web browsers are much
less well understood as information
portals. That’s especially true when
the user cares about both the fidelity
and integrity of the content.
We need to innovate around
new content, new processes, new
technologies and new business
models, all at once. That’s pretty
daunting, but it opens up a world of
opportunity to start-ups like Inkling.
I think the big winners will be in
technology, but there will be content
start-ups that succeed, too.
When it comes to the success
of a start-up, what is the significance of the region or network in
which the firm is located? Do you
think being in New York or Silicon
Valley aids a start-up?
If you’re a technology start-up,
you need to be in Silicon Valley. New
York is fast catching up in terms of
access to capital, talent and networks. But, for now at least, the Bay
Area reigns supreme.
Fundamentally, I believe the
shift in publishing to be a technology-focused shift, and so it doesn’t

matter if your company is building
that technology or your com- pany is
just using it for the first time; being
here helps.
New publishing companies
are different from the sort of
companies business angels or VC
investors usually support, yet it
seems Inkling had no trouble obtaining funds. What’s made it possible to “sell” Inkling and other
new publishing companies?
Angels and venture capitalists want to be at the leading edge
of change. VCs, especially those focused on education, look for opportunities to invest in companies that
are disrupting established industries. Virtually every company that
succeeds in a big way has upended a
traditional model, and no industry is
more ripe for the picking than publishing.
When investors see what Inkling has already achieved in just
over two years, it’s not a hard sell.
They understand why what we’re
doing will likely be of value to myriad customers, partners and acquirers, and they want to be a part of it.
Inkling recently introduced
an authoring platform called Habitat. Can you briefly describe what
it is, and how it works? Does it
produce redistributable content?
Inkling Habitat is a cloud-based
production environment for interactive content. Anyone anywhere in
the world can sit down at any Web

“

No industry
is more ripe for
the picking than
publishing.

”

– Matt MacInnis,
CEO of Inkling

browser, log in, and see the state
of every project they’re working
on. They can modify the code, push
previews to their devices, and treat
books like databases that they can
search for different media objects.
They can then publish it instantly
to Inkling for iPad and, soon, Inkling
for Web, with other platforms on the
way.
We believe that Inkling Habitat
is the world’s only scalable environment for producing high fidelity
content at scale. And because it completely discards the notion of a page,
and is completely free of desktop
software, it’s an entirely new model
for the publishing industry at large.
And we’ve only just begun!

Publishing is Easy, Right?!
All you need is a computer, an internet connection, and
an Amazon account, then via the wonders of e-books and
POD technology—Voila!—you’re in the book business.
So in 2012, do agents really need publishers?
Ed Victor, Literary Agent and Publisher of Bedford Square Books
“I really like my day job,” says
agent Ed Victor, who has 35 years’
experience at the head of his own
agency. “I’m much happier to sell
books as an agent than to work as a
publisher.”
This might seem strange coming from a man who last year caused
ripples in the publishing world when
he announced he was setting up his
own imprint, Bedford Square Books.
However Victor is adamant that he
is not seeking to compete with, or
replace traditional publishers.
“In each case, I took a book that
had gone out of print and went to
the publishers first, asking, ‘Do you
want to reissue this book?’ If not, I
will. What I’m doing is giving life and
breath to backlist books that are out
of print or where rights have reverted to the author.”
Thus, says Victor, Bedford

Square was born of necessity and
from a belief in the books he represents. If he can place a book with a
publisher he will always do so. If one
of the titles he publishes becomes a
success, then he will place it with a
publisher to avoid a conflict of interest. “It’s advocation, not a vocation.”
“We do the usual stuff, figuring
out the right metadata and all that,
but publishers might do a better job
of marketing, for instance. In fact,
one of the amusing things about
the experience has been learning
how difficult it is to publish books in
the 21st century. When I complain
about it, they say “Welcome to my
world.” So it’s been a good thing to
do, in that it helps me to understand
publishers and the problems they
face better.”
One area Bedford Square is not
interested in is physical books. “We

Interviews by Daniel Kalder

Do authors really need agents? We spoke with literary
agent and publisher, Ed Victor, as well as the author of the
#1 bestselling self-published Kindle book, Kerry Wilkinson,
to find out.
do e-books, POD or very short print
runs. I used to represent Douglas Adams, and back in the 1980s he told
me that one day people would be
buying books on computers, and we
would not have to ship ‘collections
of molecules down the highway on
trucks.’ I don’t ship molecules.”
“The only original book we have
published so far is Dead Rich by Louise Fennell, after it was rejected by
17 publishers. I simply disagreed
with them and decided to put it out
on Bedford Square.” The result, says
Victor has been “very satisfying”
and, he feels, a vindication of his
judgment.
“The book gathered a lot of
steam. It was featured in the ‘Londoner’s Diary’ of the Evening Standard. We sold 1,200 copies, then it
was picked up by Tesco, where it
sold 2,000 copies in the first three
days. Since March 15th, it has been
selling 500 copies a day.”

Victor formed a 50/50 profit
sharing joint venture with Simon &
Schuster for the physical edition of
Dead Rich; for Fennell’s next book
he will revert to the role of agent,
and find her a deal with another
publisher. As for Bedford Square, he
has several books planned for 2012,
including his next original title—A
Biographical Dictionary of Pop Music by GQ editor Dylan Jones. Once
again, he decided to publish only
after it had been rejected by publishers, leaving him “amazed”. Victor
and Jones are already working with
the Apple store to come up with innovative promotions:
“I think it will be success. I
stress, however, that I am not here
to spit in the eye of an industry my
authors and I have lived off for 35
years. That would be foolish. Because Bedford Square is so tiny, we
don’t have to do it for a living, we can
be imaginative. We can make it fun.”

And yet when Pan Macmillan
came calling, offering him a six book
deal, he decided to stop self-publishing, even though it meant a cut in his
royalty rate:
“I will definitely make less in
the short-term. That said, most book
sales are still non-digital, so there’s
a massive market I’ve got nowhere
near. If you’re only doing something
creative for the money, then it is a
very poor state of affairs, too. Not

only that, but Macmillan were really
keen on the character, which is more
important to me than anything. I
don’t need people telling me they
think I’m good or whatever—but I
do like it when they say they connect
to Jessica. I talked to a fair few publishers and Macmillan pretty much
just wanted to tell me what they
thought of her. That, along with the
quality control they will hopefully
bring, is all I wanted really.”

Kerry Wilkinson, Bestselling Author, Self-publishing Sensation
Last year sports journalist
Kerry Wilkinson caused a sensation
when Locked In, an e-book he uploaded to Amazon UK shot to the #1
spot, selling 100,000 copies in just
five months. He did it entirely on his
own, without an agent or publisher.
However, says Wilkinson, if digital
publishing technology hadn’t existed he wouldn’t have bothered at all:
“I only wrote Locked In to show
that I could. I self-published because the opportunity was there. If
it wasn’t, the text would just be on
my computer gathering digital dust.
I was never that fussed.”
Indeed, aside from “figuring out
how to create a file” Wilkinson says
that he didn’t try to learn anything
about publishing; and as for deploying a marketing strategy “…apart
from setting up a Website, I didn’t.”
Is it all incredibly easy then? Not really: he is sceptical about drawing
any lessons from his experience.
“I will guarantee that what
works for X probably won’t work
for Y…I only wrote what was in my
head,” he says. “It just happened to
fall into an amalgam crime-female
genre that did well. Ultimately other genres probably wouldn’t go as
well—but that’s nothing against the

quality of anyone’s ideas, it is just a
fact of life.”
In spite of the accidental nature
of his success, Wilkinson found that
after the book had taken off he was
quite comfortable handling all aspects of the writing business himself. That, however, depends on one
crucial factor:
“People ask: ‘How did you do all
this?’ or ‘How do you write so quickly?’ The answer is always that I don’t
have kids. When I have a day off, I
can spend 12 hours writing because
I have nothing else to do.”
Wilkinson thinks that agents
will feel the coming changes most:
“I had around 30 agents email
me—including representatives from
some very famous people. I think
that will be the biggest change because agents will have to be proactive in looking for clients rather than
the other way around.”
He is also critical of the sloppiness evident in the way many mainstream publishers handle e-books:
“Look at the state of the formatting…
I bought two e-books last weekend
and neither have proper chapter
points. How hard is it? I can do it
from my sofa so why can’t a publisher?”
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